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Cisco Routers for the Small Business provides in plain English a no–nonsense approach to setting up all the features of the Cisco IOS for a small business using broadband technologies. This book explains how to use a Cisco router to setup cable modems, DSL and PPPoE, and explains how to configure NAT, Access Control Lists, Firewalls, DMZs and an IPSec VPN between two sites using advanced encryption. The chapters are tutorial based and provide easy to follow, step–by–step instructions for all tasks that small businesses need to perform using a router. Easy–to–implement example configurations are included in the appendices.
	Written for the small–business using common, broadband connections such as Cable internet and DSL.
	Provides easily–followed, step–by–step instructions for tasks that small businesses need to perform, such as configuring virtual private network (VPN) connections, creating firewalls, securing the router, and more.
	Contains appendixes with example configurations that are short, to the point, and dead–simple to implement.


What you’ll learn

	Securely configure Internet connections for your business using Cisco’s IOS command–language.
	Create virtual private networks (VPNs) that bring remote offices and employees onto your network, safely, via standard DSL and Cable Internet connections.
	Set up network address translation (NAT) routing so that your in–office computers are effectively invisible to outside intruders. 
	Back up and recover your router configuration.
	Create “demilitarized zones” (DMZs) in support of servers that you wish to make accessible from outside your more secure, internal network.
	Protect your email server from attack using Cisco’s Email Inspection Engine.


Who is this book for?

Cisco Routers for the Small Business  is intended for Network Administrators, Power–users, and I.T. Professionals who support small business networks. 

About the Author

Jason Neumann has been professionally involved in computer networking for over twenty years and has been working with Cisco routers for more than ten of those years.  Jason is the owner of LAN Technologies LLC, a small networking company which provides Local and Wide Area Network solutions and support to small businesses using high end operating systems including: The Cisco IOS, Microsoft, Linux, and BSD UNIX. He holds many credentials from industry leaders including Cisco, Microsoft, Novell and others. 
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Agile Application Security: Enabling Security in a Continuous Delivery PipelineO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Agile continues to be the most adopted software development methodology among organizations worldwide, but it generally hasn't integrated well with traditional security management techniques. And most security professionals aren’t up to speed in their understanding and experience of agile development. To help bridge the...
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Joint Preservation of the Knee: A Clinical CasebookSpringer, 2019

	
		Comprised of clinical cases demonstrating strategies for both common and complex knee preservation, this concise, practical casebook will provide orthopedic surgeons with the best real-world strategies to properly manage the many kinds of knee injuries and disorders they may encounter. The opening section presents the knee joint as a...
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OCP Instructors Guide for Oracle DBA Certification: A Study Guide to Advanced Oracle Certified Professional Database Administration TechniquesRampant Techpress, 2004

	An instructor’s guide for teaching Oracle DBA certification candidates, this book is highly technical and written for Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) DBA instructors who want to ensure that their students successfully pass their Oracle OCP certification exam. Covering those OCP topics that students find the most challenging,...
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MATLAB Programming for EngineersCL-Engineering, 2007


	MATLAB® (short for MATrix LABoratory) is a special-purpose computer program

	optimized to perform engineering and scientific calculations. It started life

	as a program designed to perform matrix mathematics, but over the years it has

	grown into a flexible computing system capable of solving essentially any technical

	problem....
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Quantitative MRI of the Brain: Measuring Changes Caused by DiseaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	This book was conceived one balmy March evening on the banks of the river Brisbane, in Queensland, Australia, where I had just arrived for a sabbatical, and it became clear that the traditions of measurement science and MRI should meet. The notion of a guide, a cook-book, for quantitative MRI (qMR) techniques took seed, and attained its own...
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Crisps, Cobblers, Custards & CreamsHoughton Mifflin Co, 2016

	More than 150 recipes for crisps, cobblers, custards, and creams by one of America’s most respected food writers

	

	It seems as if everything old is now new again with classic, home-style desserts like doughnuts and whoopie pies ever growing in popularity. And yet, there have been so few books on the topic of Jean...
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